


worldwide unique
sliding door system.



simply glass.



flush and frameless.



an easy game.



safe.  
fully tested.  
totally reliable.



The Pop-In sliding door system creates a sophisticated ambiance and clarity so 
that all you see is glass.

The frame, it‘s operational mechanism or brackets do not disturb the transparent 
assembly. As a single flowing glass wall, the entire facade is finished inside and 
out flush with the adjacent areas.

A revolutionary innovation of transparency, technology and design.

The revolutionary Pop-In sliding door literally opens to a new world of glass 
architecture. 

Whether open to the outside world or locked securely, there is no disturbance to 
the frameless appearance. The smooth transition between its open and closed 
position leads to a harmonic fusion of the entire glass facade. The seals and locks 
are subtlety concealed between the high performance glass plates and a narrow 
screen printed edge. This can be to the specifiers own choice. 

This is glass architecture and engineering at its very best. 

simply glass. flush and frameless.



The Pop-In sliding door glides effortlessly despite it‘s weight and robust design.

lt glides into position on invisible runners in the ceiling. Discrete floor guides float 
the doors into their desired position. The multiple-point locking system quietly 
secures the doors from intrusion by wind, water and the un-invited visitor! 

This globally unique system makes child‘s play of the motion sequence without 
competition. 

Storm-tested and waterproof. 

The system has undergone severe and comprehensive weather testing, greater 
than required in both Europe and the UK. From residential housing to skyscraper 
installations, it has with much bravado, proven its pedigree with more than one 
thousand installed units worldwide. 

Safety in its most wonderful form. 

an easy game. safe. fully tested. totally reliable.
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